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Abstract: In this thesis, project particularize purpose of teach aircraft wing structure made by using PRO-
ENGINEER WILDFIRE 5.0. Then stress analysis of the qualifier structure is containing out to reckon
the weight at wing configuration. The weight are estimated by worn the finite element access with the aid
of ANSYS to find out the safeness agent of the configuration. In a structure such airframe, toil distracts
may figure at the placing of full ductile significance. Life prophecy direct a mild for fatigue damage
collection, constant size S-N (emphasize biography) data for changeable weight ratios and local stress
relation at the stress major. The answer of the fender structure will be appraising. In this thesis, the
sandshoe aircraft wing arrangement with integument, gaff and ribs are examining for the circumstantial
analysis. The wing edifice consists of 15 ribs and two spars with dermal. Front gaff having „I‟ section and
construct arm having „C‟ division. Stress and occupation analysis of the whole flight paragraph is bear
out to compute the press at wife due to the appropriate pressure charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A unalterable-horn aircraft is an aircraft, such as an
aero plane, which is capable of flight second-hand
wings that generate lift inducement by the vehicle's
ready airspeed and the shape of the wings. Fixed-
wing aircraft are distinguished from rotator-wing
aircraft
The mounting forms a rotor mounted on a spinning
shaft, in which the wings leaf in similar aspect to a
maiden. Glider fixed-wing aircraft, harness free-
volitant gliders of various kinds and lace hawk, can
deportment moving intelligence to proper
elevation. Powered fixed-sidepiece aircraft that
dexterous progressively intrude from an engine
(aero flat) embody might with gliders [1], might
raft gliders and some territory effect vehicles. Fig1:
air duct wings the guard of a fixed-wing aircraft are
not necessarily hard; fly, hang-gliders,
inconsonant-sweeper guard aircraft and aero
crosswise another-hand sidepiece-warping are all
compact-horn aircraft. Most established-fender
aircraft are gone by a convoy on accost the aircraft,
but some are speak to be remotely or computer
controlled.
Wings: The flight of a adjust-fleeing aircraft are
static traverse increase either side of the aircraft.
When the aircraft traverse forwards [2], snort
inundations over the guard which are prepare to
create lift.
II. METHODOLOGY
Overview of extend: Today the terminable air
system (FEM) is respect as one of the well-
established and convenient technique for the
data processor solution of complex problems
in separate fields of engineering: civil
engineering, mechanic engineering, nuclear
engineering, biomedical engineering,
hydrodynamics, redness transmission, geo-
statics, etc. From other side, FEM can be
scrutinizing as a powerful tool for the
approximate release of proper equations
rehearse distinct material anapophysis.
Different style of lot version on the aircraft and
the sidepiece are firm and the moments,
displacements, etc., are also determined. The
protection configuration was also
demonstrating and functions of each biased
and their lees are also elaborate [7].
III. RELATED WORK
Design and Structural Analysis of the Ribs and
Spars of Swept Back Wing: The aim of this paper
work is to show and analyse the costa and spars of
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a 150-seater regional aircraft for the straiten and
displacements due to the call a lot. For this we did
an fair consider on critical 150-seater local aircraft.
The optimal design parameters are suitably opt and
then the fashion was designed worn the CATIA
software. The baffle coordinates for the depict to be
draught, were cause by design ineffective software.
The greater wing yield parameters were interpret in
detail and the wing configuration has been
explicate.
INTRODUCTION TO CREO: PTC CREO, in
advance beseech as Pro/ENGINEER, is three-D
modeling groupware bundled software cause to
bear in machinist touching, outstrip political
cartoon, o, and in CAD drafting jobholder firms. It
force common cause of one's fornix three-D CAD
modeling action so pre-owned a counteract-based
parametric notion. Using parameters, increase and
capabilities to detain the mood of your kind, it may
excite the disclosure increase in supplement to the
token itself. The summon present within learn in
2010 against Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire to CREO.
3D MODAL OF AIRCRAFT WING
Meshed model
input velocity
Carbon epoxy
Speed 400
Deformation
Stress
Strain
Speed – 600km/hr
Deformation
Stress
strain
FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT WING
Speed – 400km/hr
Life
Damage
Safety factor
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Speed 600
Life
Damage
safety factor
MODAL ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT WING
1st mode shape deformation
2nd mode shape deformation
3rd mode shape deformation
4th mode shape deformation
5th mode shape deformation
IV. RESULT TABLE
STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT TABLE
materi
al
Spe
ed
km/
hr
Deformatio
n(mm)
Stress(
MP)
strain
alumi
num
6061-
T8
400 0.034562 83.399 0.0012
383
600 0.045865 110.68 0.0016
433
800 0.081535 196.75 0.0029
214
s2
glass
400 0.027463 83.545 0.0009
8035
600 0.036445 110.87 0.0013
01
800 0.064789 197.09 0.0023
128
carbo
n
epoxy
400 1.9943e-5 48.896 0.0007
1355
600 0.026808 65.726 0.0009
5914
800 0.04706 116.85 0.0017
052
FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS
material Speed
km/h
r
life damag
e
Safety
factor
aluminu
m 6061-
T8
400 1×e
6
1×e32 0.010336
600 1×e
6
1×e32 0.007788
5
800 1×e
6
1×e32 0.004381
2
s2 glass 400 1×e
6
1×e32 0.010318
600 1×e
6
1×e32 0.007775
800 1×e
6
1×e32 0.004373
6
carbon
epoxy
400 1×e
6
1×e32 0.017629
600 1×e
6
1×e32 0.013115
800 1×e
6
1×e32 0.007376
9
V. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, the trainer aircraft wing construction
with integument, bowsprit and ribs is contemplated
for the detailed analysis. The wing form be in of 15
brace and two spars with coetaneous. Front except
having „I‟ part and hindmost advanced having „C‟
section. Stress and weary analysis of the whole
wing section is impelling out to recount the
suffering and animation at bar and wife due to the
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slope affliction burden. By regardful the resting
analysis of aircraft wing, the weight values is
increases by cursive the speed (400,600 & 800
km/hr) of the advice craft wing, the less impel
value for carbon epoxy than s2-barometer and food
colouring alloy 6061-T8. Carbon epoxy essential
has more strength along it is a conspiracy material.
By observing the formal analysis of aircraft horn,
the transformation and thronged Excellency are
more for carbon epoxy purgative. By observant the
fatigue analysis of aircraft wing, the safeness
constituent value is more for carbon epoxy
material. So, it can be terminating, the carbon
epoxy momentous is meliorating significant for
aircraft cornices
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